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Introduction

H

ave you ever bought a product and then found that the product was
less than what was advertised? Have you ever voted for a politician

and found that what you got was not what was promised during the
campaign?
We have all experienced such problems, and there is a similar
package being advertised to the American people now. It is called free
trade. Trade has always been, and will always be, a part of the American
experience. Let us just keep in mind the wise words of our forefathers:
Tis our true policy to steer clear of permanent alliances
with any portion of the foreign world.
George Washington, 1796

Commerce with all nations, alliance with none, should
be our motto.
Thomas Jefferson, 1799
I deem [one of} the essential pr i n c i ples of our

government [to bel peace, commerce, and honest
friendship with all nations, entangling alliances with
none.
Thomas Jefferson, 1801

If citizens of this great country are going to protect their freedoms and
liberties, they need to listen to the warnings of the founders. T hey told us
that trade (aka commerce) is good, but "entangling alliances" are bad.

Brief History of Trade Regulation

T

he Constitution granted Congress the exclusive power "to regulate
Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States."

T hen , in 1789, the first tariff act was adopted by Congress to protect
American industries and to raise revenues for the federal government.
Tariffs are fees charged by a government for permitting imports or
exports of products. Many tariff acts have been adopted by Congress
since then. In fact, for a large portion of our nation's history, tariffs were a
major portion of the federal government's income.
However, during the 20th century free trade policies became
increasingly influential which led Congress to decrease tariffs on
most products. Moreover, our government has been negotiating and
approving a whole series of so-called "free trade agreements" with other
nations since the 1980s that reduce or eliminate tariffs on trade. More
recently, our nation is negotiating free trade agreements that involve
many other nations that are referred to as "partnerships." Many may
look at this as a simple changing of words, but it is much more. When
comparing each of the definitions (graphic below), ask y ourself this,
"How can forming ' agreements' or 'partnerships' with other nations
affect America's freedoms and liberties?"
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act

noun \akt\

the formal product of a legis lative body:
statute; also: a decision or determination of
a sovereign, a legislative council, or a court of
justice

agreeoment

noun \uh-gree-muh nt\

an arra n ge m e n t between parties regarding a
course of action; a covenant

partoneroship

noun \pahrt-ner-ship\

a legal relation existing between two or more
persons contractually associated as joint
principals in a business
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When comparing the three definitions, you will notice that the word "act"
is used to refer to a law or statute produced by a legislative body, such as
Congress. When the word act is changed to agreement or partnership,
it is not just changing the word, it is changing the meaning. It is taking
ownership away from America and including negotiations of international
rules. Although trade rules and laws were formerly exclusively enacted by
Congress, as our forefathers intended when they wrote the Constitution,
these new international rules and laws are no longer the exclusive province
of Congress. International trade rules are not free trade.
What do partnerships between nations have to do with free
businessmen of one nation trading with other free businessmen from
another country? Our forefathers knew all too well the dangers of
permanent alliances with any portion of the foreign world. What America
is experiencing today is just that, increasing foreign entanglements
through negotiating and adopting numerous free trade agreements with
other nations.
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What is Free Trade?
FREE TRADE

noun

1. international trade that is free of such government

interference as import quotas, export subsidies, protective
tariffs, etc.

Q

uite simply, "free trade" refers to the situation when goods made
in one country can be brought into another country without

government control or interference. Although trade between various
areas around the world has taken place for thousands of years, "free
trade" policies have only emerged in the last couple centuries.
It has been recognized over time, there are countries that can
produce some goods quicker and cheaper than others. It makes sense
then, for those countries to specialize in producing the goods they
can produce most efficiently. Once a surplus is made, those goods
can be traded in return for a product they cannot produce or cannot
produce cost effectively. Over the centuries, a system of import tariffs
and export subsidies emerged that was intended to provide income for
nations and to protect home industries.

FREE TRADE POLICY
However, in 1776 Scottish economist Adam
Smith published The Wealth of Nations,
which established a new trade policy,
"free trade," that featured the
reduction of tariffs and regulations
on trade . In this booklet we are
not criticizing free trade policy as
established by Adam Smith. Rather,
we are critical of the policy of the
past 30 years or so where our nation
has been negotiating complex free
trade agreements that are leading
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to economic and political integration of the United States with other
nations.
When considering a free trade agreement, many would think it should
be as simple as a single piece of paper on which it is written that the
undersigned countries would agree not to interfere with the transactions
between their businessmen. That might have been the case centuries ago,
but not today.
Since the mid 20th century, free trade talks have become much more
complex than a simple agreement. As you look into agreements made in
just the past few decades, ask yourself this:

•

•

Why do negotiations on these agreements take so long?
Have any of the trade agreements negotiated in the past few
decades actually helped the economy?

•

How many jobs and factories have moved out of the country
as a result?

•

How do these pacts affect small, medium & multinational
businesses?
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Free Trade Deception

F

or 60 plus y ears, nations have increasingly embraced the concept of
negotiating complex free trade agreements with other nations for

many reasons.
A good example of this is Europe. Following WWII, Europe was not
only starving for peace, but also for solutions to economic problems,
such as raw materials being in
one country and the industry
to process them in another.
The European Coal and Steel
Community (ECSC), which
involved Germany, Belgium,
France, Holland, Italy and
Luxembourg, was proposed as
the answer to their problems.
During negotiations on the ECSC, a few people voiced concerns that
those who were negotiating this agreement actually had something
much bigger in mind: the ultimate union of all of Europe into a single
state. Those raising these concerns were ridiculed, but later turned out
to be correct.
With little opposition, the European Coal and Steel Community
merged the coal and steel industries of six nations under a single
regional authority on July 23,1952. By 1957, these nations agreed
to expand this institution into the European Economic Community
(better known as the Common Market). At the time, citizens of these
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independent nations were told that the purpose was merely to eliminate
mutual trade barriers, so that a huge prosperity zone would develop.
What the citizens did not realize was that the Common Market
proponents were not up-front about the future plans of the European
Economic Community.
In 1996 Bernard Connolly, a former senior official in the European
Commission, lamented: "It has now become clear to us that what we
thought was a Common Market is nothing more than a project to create
a European federal super-state in which our sovereignty, Britain's national
identity, wou Id be extinguished."
As decades passed, the program to further enlarge this union
continued. With a desire to increase areas of cooperation, the Single
European Act was signed by the foreign ministers in F ebruary of 1986
in Luxembourg and The Hague respectively. This single document
dealt with reform of institutions, extension of powers, foreign policy
cooperation, and the single market. On July 1,1987, the Single European
Act went into effect.
Witnessing the slow transformation of the European Coal and Steel
Community to the European Common Market, most observers would
not believe what was in store
for Europe. However, William
F. Jasper wrote "United
States of Europe" in The

New American magazine of
April 10,1989, in which he
said that if the agreements
in negotiation were to be
coupled with those in force
at the time, then within three
y ears Europe would, for all
practical purposes, be one
country with a centralized
European Parliament. People
did not believe.
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Free Trade Deception
Dr. Ron Paul, who wasn't serving in Congress at the time, warned that
the emerging European pact was integrating a statist system as a step
toward a world central bank . People still did not believe.
Whether people believed it or not, this was precisely what happened,
but gradually with one agreement at a time so as not to alarm the
peoples of Europe or Americans either. Over time, each of these
agreements were put on the table and implemented.
By 1993, 15 nations were persuaded to take the next step - forming
what is now known as the European Union. As of 2013 the European
Union consists of 28 formerly independent nations that are now
known as "member states." The EU model has been so successful
in the economic and political integration of independent nations
that internationalists are replicating the formula around the world.
The almost universal belief in the superiority of free trade policies
over other approaches has been a major reason for the widespread
acceptance of this formula. However, the downside of the free trade
agenda in Europe since 1952 has been that 28 formerly independent
nations have lost their independence as a result of the deceptive free
trade agreements leading to the creation of the European Union. Note
well that all 28 of these nations lost their national sovereignty without
ever permitting the citizens of these nations to vote on the matter.

Unconsolidated bodies

8

The European Union
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Free Trade Transitions America

F

rom the very beginning, our forefathers knew America would be
involved with foreign nations when dealing with trade. They also

understood the problems that it could cause. This is the very reason they
warned about the dangers of foreign alliances and the importance of
citizens holding the government accountable. Thomas Jefferson said:

"A nation as a society forms a moral person, and
every member of it is personally responsible for his
society. "
There have been many other wise individuals, like
Thomas Jefferson, throughout history. During the
late 1800s, there was a wise English nobleman
named Lord Acton, who stated:

"Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power
corrupts absolutely. "
This statement is very powerful when studying
history and the forms of government. The
statement means that people with power end up
using it - they might start out using their powers
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with the intent of doing good for others, but eventually they end up
using it just because they can. Absolute power, such as that held by
Hitler or Kim Jong-il, leads to making arbitrary political decisions based
on personal ideological beliefs and whims, and that is when it leads to
tyrants and dictators.

SO HOW HAS TRADE AFFECTED
AMERICA'S FORM OF GOVERNMENT?
Trade has always existed in the American experience. When the
Constitution was written, Congress was given the exclusive power "to
regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States"
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in Article I, Section 8. The same section also mandates that "all Duties,
Imposts and Excises shall be uniform throughout the United States."
In just over 4,100 words - on four pages - our forefathers devised
a supreme law for America to follow. The Constitution was intended to
protect Americans from the problems inherent in all previous oppressive
governments and societies. Its checks and balances system was intended
to provide for constant oversight as a means to preserve our national
independence and our personal rights and freedoms.
A strength of this checks and balances system is that Congress writes
the laws and sets trade policy. At least that was the case for 150 years.
.over the last few decades, presidents have seized both of those powers
through trade acts approved by Congress and known today as fast-track
negotiating authority.
Prior to the mid-1930s, Congress determined trade policies, such as
tariff levels, but beginning with the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act of
1934, trade policy authority was delegated by Congress to the president.
By the early 1970s, Congress created fast-track authority. The phrase
"fast-track" is the term used for the authority, granted by Congress to the
president in 1974, to negotiate trade agreements. Fast-track allows the
president to negotiate a trade agreement with one or more foreign nations
with the understanding that Congress will approve or reject the agreement
within 60 days of submission by the president and without amendment
or filibuster. By granting the president fast-track authority, Congress
unconstitutionally delegates its exclusive power to regulate trade with
foreign nations to the president. This is a dramatic shift in the balance of
power between the Legislative and Executive branches. Fast-track authority
has been in effect since 1974 with the exception of the time periods 1994
2002 and 2007 to the present (late 2013). (See graphic on page 12.)

GLOBAL TRADE POLICIES BEGIN
During the past 60 years internationalists have successfully promoted
the idea of the superiority of free trade policies over protectionist, high
tariff policies. On average, businessmen worldwide support free trade
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agreements. They look at them as documents where the undersigned
countries agree not to interfere with business-to-business trade between
nations. What many businessmen do not understand is that provisions
for free trade ty pically make up only a small portion of a free trade
agreement. The rest of the document can have a negative effect on their
nation's economy and on their ability to function as an independent
business. By the end of the 20th century, many concerned Americans
were beginning to realize how free trade agreements have been
affecting America's Constitution and national independence.

NAFTA & THE ROAD AHEAD
In 1979 Ronald Reagan opened his campaign for president with a major
emphasis on the need for a North American Accord, which included the
concept of a free trade agreement for the United States, Mexico, and
Canada. This idea was largely dismissed at the time, but Reagan was
serious about his proposal. Once in office, President Reagan made good
on his promise by putting into motion steps that eventually led to the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
With the use of fast-track authority, the Reagan administration was
able to negotiate the Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement
in 1987, sign it in 1988, and have it go into effect in 1989. However,
negotiations for the more comprehensive NAFTA agreement had already
begun in 1986. The NAFTA agreement ended up superseding the
Canada-United States agreement in 1994.
Negotiations for NAFTA continued during the administration of
George H.W. Bush, Reagan's successor, and the agreement was signed
by President Bush on December 17, 1992. It was promoted as the
solution during a time of economic stagnation for lower- and middle-
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and a higher standard of living. This new
trade deal eliminated the vast majority
of tariffs on products traded among the
United States, Mexico, and Canada. The
terms of the agreement called for many

tariffs to be phased out immediately, while some were scheduled to be
phased out over 10- or 15-year time periods.
Since NAFTA was approved, has America truly prospered?
Unfortunately, since NAFTA went into effect on January 1994, America has
witnessed the loss of millions of manufacturing jobs due to factories moving
offshore to Mexico and China. Besides these massive job losses, America's
annual trade deficits, annual federal budget deficits, and the national debt
have all continued to grow at an alarming pace over the past 20 years.

NAFTA TRIBUNALS
Many are not aware that NAFTA resulted in the establishment of
multilateral panels and tribunals. Chapter 11 of NAFTA, for instance,
created a tribunal possessing authority to rule on trade disputes arising
between any two of the three nations. Other Chapters in the NAFTA
agreement outline further judicial remedies to settle disputes.
If you did not know about these tribunals, you would also be unaware
that there is no process to appeal their decisions by Americans in an
American court. Moreover, investors who allege that a host government
has breached its obligations under NAFTA's Chapter 11 may have
recourse to either of two arbitral mechanisms: the UN-related World
Bank's International Center for the Settlement of Investment Disputes or
the rules established by the UN Commission for International Trade Law.
For a complete look at international courts and tribunals, go to the
website of the Project on International Courts and Tribunals. You will
likely be amazed at the complexity of the international institutions that
already exist to deal with trade disputes.
Many rules and regulations within the NAFTA document have been
hidden from those in America, Canada, and Mexico. The fact that a
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NAFTA court would even exist was well hidden within the pact. It appears

that very few people outside of those who wrote the agreement even
knew about it until after it had been approved by Congress. Did the
congressmen and senators who approved it know? So what can we expect
from NAFTA and other agreements in the future?

Free Trade Agenda Timeline for the United States
Congress

Congress

Congress approves the

Talks begin at the Summit of the

approves

approves

North American Free Trade

Americas about establishment of

fast-track

the Canada

Agreement between the

a Free Trade Area of the Americas

negotiating

United States

United States, Canada,

(FTAA)

authority for the

Free Trade

and Mexico.

president.

Agreement.

'11

.1I

T he FTAA attracts public

.1I

President George W. Bush announces his

The John Birch Society

notice at the 2001

intention to complete an FTAA agreement

begins its STOP the

Quebec City Summit of

by 2005 and get congressional approval

FTAA campaign.

the Americas.

the same year.

2005
A November FTAA meeting fails to produce an FTAA agreement and the FTAA movement fizzles out.
President George W. Bush and the leaders of Canada and Mexico announce the formation of the
Security and Prosperity Partnership (SPP), a trilateral cooperative effort to transform NAFTA into the
North American Union (NAU)
T he Council on Foreign Relations publishes Building a North American Community, a blueprint
for transforming NAFTA into the NAU.
T he John Birch Society launches a STOP the NAU campaign.
•

lIh

abandoned;

Robert Pastor publishes The
North American Idea: A Vision
of a Continental Future, in which

however, some

he specifically names "the John

(T PP) and the Transatlantic Trade and

of its activities

Birch Society" as among the

Investment Partnership (HIP), which

continue

leading groups that "have been

would leapfrog the NAU and eventually

under

the most vocal, active and intense

politically integrate the United States

the North

on North American issues, and

with leading Pacific Rim nations and

American

they were effective in inhibiting

the European Union, respectively.

Leaders'

the Bush administration

Summit.

and deterring the Obama

T he John Birch Society launches a

administration from any grand

STOP the Free Trade Agenda campaign

initiatives."

to stop the TPP and the HIP

T he SPPjNAU
initiative was
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President Obama announces
negotiations on two mega free trade
pacts, the Trans-Pacific Partnership

Partnerships

S

ince the approval
of NAFTA, there

have been many
trade agreements and
partnerships negotiated
by the United States.
Most of these went
on to be approved by
Congress. However,
there were two notable

if>
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agreements that were
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stopped.
In 1994 the U.S. began talks for the establishment of the Free Trade
Area of the Americas (FTAA). The FTAA was modeled after NAFTA,
but it was intended to go much further. Instead of three nations, it was
to include 34 "democratic countries" in the Americas. The FTAA was
intended to be the most extensive trade agreement in history.
Then, in 2005 the Security and Prosperity Partnership (SPP) was
introduced. The stated goals of the SPP were cooperation and
information sharing, improving productivity, reducing the costs of trade,
enhancing the joint stewardship of the environment, and facilitating
agricultural trade while creating a safer and more reliable food supply.
The SPP was intended to expand on rather than replace NAFTA, and was
widely seen as an attempt to establish a North American Union.
However, the FTAA and the SPP fizzled out, thanks to the concerted
action of many educated, concerned Americans, led by The John Birch
Society. (See "Free Trade Agenda Timeline for the United States" on
page 14.)
As of today, there are two proposed partnership agreements
everyone needs to be aware of and needs to help stop. They are
the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership (TTIP). The John Birch Society has taken the
lead in opposing these "free trade" agreements.
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The New Super NAFTA

T

oday, the federal government is once again promising a solution to
an ever-growing problem. Since NAFTA did not save the American

economy, citizens are being told a Super NAFTA will. This will be done
through the Trans-Pacific Partnership (T PP) and the Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership (TTIP) that will follow.
Since 2010, negotiations have been taking place for the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (T PP). Negotiations for a newer partnership, the Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), began in July of 2013. Many
Americans had never heard of either of these until Obama openly spoke
of them in his televised State of the Union Address to Congress on
F ebruary 12, 2013. President Obama declared:
To boost American exports, support American jobs and level
the playing field in the growing markets of Asia, we intend to
complete negotiations on a Trans-Pacific Partnership. And tonight,
I'm announcing that we will launch talks on a comprehensive
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership with the European
Union - because trade that is fair and free across the Atlantic
supports millions of good-paying American jobs.
So how are the T PP and the TTIP going to be better than NAFTA? It
sounds as if Americans are being sold the same bill of goods. Just like
in the early 1990s, Americans are being told that these agreements will
create thousands of new jobs and generate oodles of wealth for everyone.
NAFTA did not help the lower and middle class, but it did help big
multinational corporations. Are the T PP and TTIP really the answer, or will
Americans just see more of the same crony capitalism?
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PARTNERSHIP (TPP)
Since 2010, negotiations have been
taking place for the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP). It is a proposed
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free trade deal currently being negotiated between 12 countries
Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand,
P eru, United States, Singapore and Vietnam.
All TPP negotiations to date have been conducted behind closed
doors. No information has been released to the press or the public
and no public participation or comment is invited or allowed. Even
U.S. senators have been barred from seeing negotiation points or
drafts - yet hundreds of corporate lobbyists are involved on a regular
basis. As of 2013, most of the information out there for the public
has been leaked by participants who have been dissatisfied with one
provision or another.
Although many are unaware of the specifics within the TP P, it has been
leaked that the TPP contains at least 29 chapters. Out of those 29 chapters,
only five deal with trade. So what is in the other 24 chapters? From
what the public has been told, just a few of the topics being discussed
during negotiations deal with climate change, sustainable development,
homeland security, the military and international courts. So what does this
have to do with free trade and making the countries involved prosperous?
P romoters of the TP P say they foresee an expected boost to
investment flows between the countries and a further boost to the
economic growth. This sounds very similar to what was said with NAFTA.
The only growth many will probably see is through large multinational
corporations. From what is already being said about the TPP, the general
public will more than likely see:
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Outsourcing jobs:

Millions of good-paying
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jobs would be offshored to low wage nations,
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undercutting working conditions globally and

:

increasing unemployment.
•

Undermining food safety:

Requiring us to

import food that does not meet U.S. safety stan
dards and limiting food labeling .
.

.
•

Curtailing Internet freedom:

Instituting

regulations on the Internet restricts our right to
free speech.
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The New Super NAFTA
• More expensive medicines, threats to
public health: Expanding pharmaceutical

monopoly protections and instituting longer
patents that would decrease access to afford
able medications.
• Attacks on U.S. laws in supranational tri
bunals: Multinational corporations and private

investors would have the right to sue nations in
international tribunals.
The TPP has been deceptively positioned as merely a trade deal, to
harmonize tariffs and other trade rules and promote trade among the
countries involved. But as you can see, it is much more.

TRANSATLANTIC TRADE AND
INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP (TTIP)

Flying largely under the radar, the first round of negotiations on the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (niP) took off July 8
through 12,2013 in Washington, D.C. This free trade agreement is
going to be negotiated between the European Union and the United
States. This deal is being framed as the most comprehensive and largest
bilateral trade and investment agreement in the history of the world.
Promoters of the TTl P say the priorities wiII be market access,
regulatory issues, and non-tariff barriers, as well as rules addressing
shared global trade challenges and opportunities.
This all may sound rather innocuous, yet this sounds less like trade
and more like control. If history repeats itself, like NAFTA and its
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multilateral panels and tribunals, the TTIP will be replacing current
American rules and regulations with international rules and regulations.
As listed by the U.S. Trade Representative's website, the following is a
list of areas that are being negotiated in the current round of DIP talks.
Ask yourself what changes might be made in each of these areas and
how might it affect you and our nation's sovereignty?:
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•

Agricultural market access

•

Market access & industrial goods tariffs

•

Energy and raw materials

•

Cross-border services

•

Customs & trade facilitation

•

Government procurement

•

Investment legal/institutional issues

•

Sectoral annexes/regulatory cooperation

•

Technical barriers to trade (TBT)

•

Environment financial services

•

Rules of origin

•

Intellectual property rights

•

State-owned enterprises

•

Textiles

•

Trade remedies

•

Localization barriers

•

Labor

•

Regulatory coherence & transparency

•

Sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) measures

•

Small & medium sized enterprises

•

Competition

•

Electronic commerce & telecommunications

Climate change, sustainable development, and the UN's Millennium
Development Goals are also part and parcel of this "trade" agreement,
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The New Super NAFTA
according to both the EU and U.S. participants. What does that have to
do with trade?
When looking over the list of areas being negotiated, realize neither
the American public nor our elected representatives in Congress have
had access to the secretive negotiation process or the negotiated texts.
As with so many other agreements in the past, Congress will be handed
a hopelessly complex and incomprehensible document containing
hundreds, if not thousands of pages, with additional side agreements,
amendments, understandings, clarifications, addenda, etc. They will then
be asked for their approval, most likely under fast-track rules.
Keep in mind Nancy P elosi's infamous ObamaCare argument:

We have to pass

it

so we can find out

what's in it.
Expect more of the same when TTIP is
finally unveiled.
In a global economy, trade policy has
sweeping ramifications for every sector
of the economy. Decisions on trade
policy are really decisions on the relative
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power of corporations and governments.
Trade policy affects employ ment rates,
wage levels, the availability of capital,
environmental conditions, public health, and much more.
More importantly, these so-called free trade agreements, both
the TPP and the DIP, would be used for the economic and political
integration of our nation with other blocs of nations similar to what
has already happened to the 28 "member states" of the European
Union. However, we cannot preserve our rights and freedoms unless we
maintain our national independence and the Constitution.
It's time to waken the American public to the threats posed by these
latest items on the free trade agenda.
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You Can Stop the Free Trade Agenda
Here are actions you can take to stop the Free Trade Agenda:

•

Learn more about the free trade agenda and how it threatens

our national independence, our personal rights and freedoms,
and our economy_
•

Learn more about the two super-sized free trade agreements

that the Obama administration is currently negotiating - the
Trans-Pacific P artnership (TPP) and the Transatlantic Trade and
Investment P artnership (TTIP).
•

Learn more about how you can play a role in preventing

Congress from approving the TPP and TTIP agreements. A vote
on approving the TPP is expected as soon as early 2014 and a
vote on the TTIP is expected in 2015.
•

Provide leadership in your community to teach others what you

have learned about the free trade agenda and how to stop it.

IICHOOSE FREEDOM - STOP THE FREE
TRADE AGENDAIIACTION PAGE
T he best way to get started to learn more about the free trade agenda
and how to stop it, is
to visit the "Choose
Freedom - STOP the
Free Trade Agenda"
action page on JBS.org.
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You Can Stop the Free Trade Agenda

EDUCATIONAL TOOLS
Your initial set of educational tools are:
•

three trifold pamphlets ("Not-50-Free Trade;" "What's
the Real Price of Free Trade;" and "Free Trade: Promises
.
and Reality")

H
•

booklet ("How the Free Trade Agenda Affects You")

•

reprints from The New American magazine ("Secretly
Trading Away Our Independence" and "Trans-Pacific
Partnership: Secret Surrender of Sovereignty")

•

special report from The New American magazine
("How the Free Trade Agenda Is Knocking Down
America")

Other tools will be added in the future. Visit the page regularly.

LEGISLATIVE ACTION TOOLS
Three legislative action tools are provided on the JBS.org website for
sending email messages to your representative and senators in Congress:
•

STOP Trade Promotion Authority (aka "fast-track"
authority)

•

STOP the T PP (Trans-Pacific Partnership)

•

STOP the TTIP (Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership)

You can access these legislative action tools by going to the "Choose
Freedom - STOP the Free Trade Agenda" action page on JBS.org and
looking under the heading "Take Action." These legislative action tools
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will enable you to email your congressmen with a pre-written, editable
message. To contact your congressmen by phone or to visit one of their
offices in person, go to https://www.votervoice.net/JBS/Address

oo

for contact information.

ACTIVATING THE
GRASSROOTS IN YOUR AREA
To maximize your effectiveness you should work with and through a pre
existing conservative group in your area, such as a chapter of T he John
Birch S ociety, a Tea Party group, a Campaign for Liberty group, a 9-12
Project group, etc. If you don't have an active conservative group in your
area, work with other like-minded people to start one.
Hold educational meetings to inform members of your group and
others in your community about the threat posed by the free trade
agenda. Instruct them regarding how to contact their congressmen
in opposition to: (1) Trade Promotion Authority (TPA); (2) the Trans
Pacific Partnership (TPP); and (3) the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTlPl.
Expand and intensify your education and action program until you
are sure you have convinced your congressmen to vote against TP A, TPP,
and TTIP, or until you are sure that no amount of grassroots pressure will
convince one or more of them to vote against the free trade agenda.
If the latter case applies to your area, organize to make the free trade
agenda an issue in the next election and work to get anti-free trade
agenda candidates nominated and elected to Congress.

UPDATES
For updated information about the TPA, the TPP, and the TTIP,
be sure to visit our "Choose Freedom - STOP the Free Trade
Agenda" action page on JBS.org.
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SECRETLY TRADING
Away Our Independence
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How the Free Trade Agenda Is Knocking Down America
This special report of The New American magazine explains how the deceptive "free trade"
agenda is threatening our national independence, our personal freedoms, and our jobs.
(September 2, 2013, 48pp, 1/$3.95; 10-$15.00; 25-$31.25; 100-$90.00) TNA130902

Secretly Trading Away Our Independence - Reprint
President Obama is pushing two trade pacts leading to economic and political integration
of the United States with the European Union and Pacific Rim nations.

25/$10.00; 100/$35.00; 1,000/$300.00)

(2013, 8pp, 1/$0.50;

RPSTAOI

Trans-Pacific Partnership - Reprint
The drafting of the Trans-Pacific Partnership - another treaty deemed a "free trade
agreement" - is being overseen by big corporations, not Congress, and the TPP would
exempt foreign companies from U.S. laws and regulations, including environmental
regulations. (2012, 8pp, 1/$0.50; 25/$10.00; 100/$35.00; 1,000/$300.00) RPTPP

What's the

Real Price
of Free Trade?

Not-50-Free

TRADE

How the Free Trade Agenda Affects You - Booklet
Preserve our personal freedom and national independence by educating the non-expert about the
history of free trade agreements, giving reasons for opposing two such agreements (Trans-Pacific
Partnership and Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership) that are currently being
negotiated, and providing tools and an action plan for preventing congressional approval. (2013,

25pp, pb booklet, 1/$2.95; 10-24/$2.00ea; 25-49/$1.50ea; 50-99/$1.00ea; 100-999/$0.75ea;
1,000+/$0.50ea) BKLTHFTAAY
Not-So-Free TRADE - Pamphlet
As Americans, we have an opportunity and obligation to preserve our national independence
and our uniquely American personal freedoms by preventing congressional approval of the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (T TIP)
free trade pacts. The time to contact Congress is now! (2013, four-color trifold pamphlet, 1/$0.20;
100-499/$0.lSea; SOO-999/$0.13ea; 1,000+1$0.lOea) PNSFT

What's the Real Price of Free Trade? - Pamphlet
Free trade agreements have been leading to job losses, underemployment, lower wages, and loss of
American sovereignty. As Americans, we have an opportunity to prevent further economic losses
by convincing Congress not to approve the T PP and T TIP trade pacts. (2013, four-color trifold
pamphlet, 1/$0.20; 100-499/$0.lSea; SOO-999/$0.13ea; 1,000+1$0.lOea) PRPFT

Free Trade: Promises and Reali ty - Pamphlet
Every trade agreement or partnership seems to come with guarantees of more money from
exports, more jobs, and the promise of u.s. sovereignty not being threatened. T he reality of all trade
agreements or partnerships is exactly the opposite. (2013, four-color trifold pamphlet, 1/$0.20;
100-499/$0.lSea; SOO-999/$0.13ea; 1,000+1$0.lOea) PFTPAR
Due to conditions outside our control, prices and
availability may change without notice.
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